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Long term burnout shape of the anode bottom is believed to reflect the quasi-stationary liquid metal interface 
dome-shaped deformation. The shape profiles and their interplay affect the MHD stability, the velocity fields, 
set up of new anodes and electrical efficiency of the cell. Spent prebake anode bottom profiles were 
systematically measured at Rusal 309 kA cell to obtain the overall view of the liquid metal deformation. The 
magnetic field distribution and velocities of liquid metal flow were measured in order to obtain a more complete 
characterization of the cell. The results are compared to the modelling results using the specialised MHD-
VALDIS software giving the insight to the cell dynamics.  
Introduction 
Industrial aluminium production cells are highly optimised for magnetic field and electric current distribution in 
order to avoid MHD instabilities, increase the energy savings and to maintain a stable electrolytic process during 
normal operation. RUSAL company has spent considerable effort in the direction to reduce the power 
consumption and increase the productivity over a number of years [1]. Mathematical modelling has become a 
primary design and optimization tool of aluminium electrolysis cells. There are several commercial packages 
available to be used as modelling tools to model and possibly improve the performance of the commercial cells. 
The advantage of specialised commercial software packages is that they are being continuously developed and 
maintained to meet the interests of the aluminium industry. For instance, the universal package ANSYS is 
successfully used for the thermo-electric and mechanical modelling of the reduction cells [2,3]. There are 
attempts to use the ANSYS/CFX package for the hydrodynamic and magnetic simulations [4-6]. The velocity 
field has been successfully modelled and validated against experiments using the ESTER/PHOENICS [3,7]. 
Similar validation of the velocity fields, magnetic fields, electric current distribution and the wave oscillation 
frequencies were achieved using the specialised package MHD-VALDIS [3,8,9] using more streamlined 
approach to save time and effort for the commercial implementation. This software is based on the full MHD 
model of the electrolysis cell applied to a particular commercial cell replicated in the model using the 
specialised input suitable for fast implementation. Briefly, the full model computes time-dependent currents, 
voltages, magnetic fields, bath-metal interface shape and turbulent magnetically driven flow in the bath and 
liquid metal [10,11]. As an example, the Figure 1 shows the RUSAL OA-300M2 cell pot-line and the zoomed 
view to all the conductors that are part of the simulation. The conductors are coloured by their computed 
currents, current densities or by the bar temperatures, as required. The temperatures of the bus bars are adjusted 
according to the computed Joule heating, heat transfer to the neighbour bars and losses to the air. The electric 
current in the individual anodes is computed at all times following the wave development on the interface 
between liquid layers. The dome shaped time average deformation of the metal surface is projected to the 
bottom of the whole anode block to account for the anode bottom burn-out effect for a constant ACD, except in 
the case of disturbance, such as an anode change operation. The electric current distribution in the liquid zone is 
computed from all the bus bar network connected to the anodes and cathode collectors, coupled with the cell 
interior details like the ledge profile, bottom shape, collector connections, electrolyte channels and the 
electrochemical voltage drop. The magnetic field is optionally recomputed at all times in order to follow the full 
magnetohydrodynamic wave and flow development. The detailed representation of the cell steel elements adds 
non-linearity to the overall magnetic field properties. The MHD response of different commercial cells is quite 
variable depending on their design (side- to-side, end-to-end, Soderberg, etc.), the line amperage, operational 
practices (tapping, anode change, bottom erosion, alumina feeding), and many other factors. The present 
investigation focuses on a particular cell type at the RUSAL plant where the measurement has been recently 
obtained for the 309 kA cell. The setup of the model is facilitated by the specialised inputs of the MHD 
software, however the interpretation of the results is not an exact science. The use of input material parameter 
values, their temperature dependence, the cell aging process and the complexity of the operational practice 
makes the precise inputs difficult and requires creative mind to find the right solutions suit practical demand of 
industry. For instance, the electric current distribution is considerably affected by the influence of the initial 
shape and position of an anode and the curvature of the aluminium [10], effects of the gas bubble concentration 
at the anode bottom [13], and the various contact resistances in the cathode assembly [14] and anode connectors. 
These features are available as the initial setup parameters within the software. The dynamic nature of the 
software tool permits to simulate the so-called MHD stability limit of the cell either following the total cell 
voltage oscillation or the anode current fluctuations. The effects of all anode rise or lowering can be simulated to 
predict the dynamic effects [15]. The present paper considers the RUSAL 309 kA cell in detail and attempts to 
reflect the modelling efforts required to gain understanding of the measurement and modelling similarities and 
discrepancies. 
The comparison of the measurements and numerical results 
The full arrangement of the test cell in the potline is shown in the Figure 1 exactly as implemented in the MHD-
VALDIS software solution. The model includes the steel construction elements (shown here in grey) which are 
discretised in finite elements to compute the non-linear magnetization within the steel. In this case the colour of 
the bars corresponds to the current value in it. The electric current redistributes dynamically, meaning that the 
currents in the anodes are following the electrolyte/metal interface variation. Knowing the current distribution in 
the all surrounding bus bars, the neighbour cells, in the liquid metal and bath, and the magnetization of the steel, 
it is possible to reproduce the full magnetic field in any space position, including the liquid metal. The 
measurements of the magnetic field at the RUSAL plant were conducted using the 3-component Hall probe 
MAL 3.2 specifically designed for the use in the hostile environment, see the picture in the Figure 2. Some 
comparison results are shown in the Figure to reflect that the modelling is coming close, but not exactly 
replicating the measurements. In order to address the discrepancies the model was adjusted, first, attempting to 
increase the accuracy of the steel element discretisation, see the Figure 3. The finer mesh of the steel 
representation gives the improvement in the appearance and smoothness of the magnetic field distribution 
within the ferromagnetic parts. The convergence of the non-linear magnetization distribution requires about 2 
hours for the course mesh (100k elements), 6 hours for the refined (250k) mesh and about 2 weeks for an 
extreme (1000k) mesh. However the magnetic field distribution in the liquid metal, where it is of the prime 
importance, remains practically the same, Figure 2, which leads to the conclusion that the moderately refined 
mesh of 250 k elements is suitable for modelling. The second attempt to improve the field used the test of a 
different non-linear magnetization curve, as shown in the Figure 4. The curve M1(H) (left in the figure) is 
commonly used to achieve a better convergence rate by eliminating the sharp drop of M in the region of small 
field magnitudes. The second curve M2(H) is a typical curve used for mild steels. The resulting magnetic 
permeability as computed for the fully converged cases are shown in the Figure 5. And again, the magnetic field 
distribution within the liquid metal is very similar for the both cases (Figure 2). The final magnetic field used for 
the velocity calculation is shown in the Figure 6 to compare the cases with the steel elements and without them. 
It is evident that neglecting the magnetized steel leads to excessive magnetic field values, particularly for the 
vertical Bz component, which is essential for the MHD stability and velocity calculations. The top 
superstructure shown in the Figure 3 contributes to the Bz component magnetic field distribution in the liquid 
metal. 
The velocity field in the liquid metal was measured using the iron rod dissolution technique, see for instance 
[7,16]. The calibration curves were obtained at RUSAL using the rotating vessel of a given speed and time 
interval of immersion. An example of the rods used is shown in the Figure 7. The measurements are performed 
at two representative cells in a stable operation. The velocity measurements are represented in the Figure 7, 
reflecting the directions and the magnitudes in the measurement locations. The respective numerical results are 
shown in the Figure 8 for two different values of the average ledge thickness at the bottom of the liquid volume. 
 The ledge at the carbon bottom restricts the electric current passage and changes the distribution of the 
horizontal currents in the liquid metal. The Figure 9 illustrates the difference in the current distribution using a 
moderate 15 cm ledge all around the cell perimeter, and the extremely thin ledge of 1 cm only. It is worth 
mentioning that in experimenting with the ledge thickness effects, the result for a thick ledge of 30 cm (going 
below the anode shadow) was critical to lead to an unstable MHD waving. As seen from the Figure 8 and Figure 
7 comparison, the ledge in the actual cell most probably is somewhere in between the cases of 15 and 1 cm. The 
measured velocity field is reasonably close to the 15 cm ledge case both in directions and magnitudes of the 
velocities. The minor discrepancies could be attributed to the variation of the ledge in local positions. The 
software includes a possibility to prescribe the variable ledge profile if available from the measurements to 
obtain a more precise match in the velocities and the wave stability. 
Figure 1. Full view with the neighbour lines and the zoom-in model of the 309 kA cell. 
Figure 2. Magnetic field probe MAL-3.2 and the measurements compared to the numerical model of the 309 kA 
cell.  
Figure 3. Magnetic field within the steel elements computed for the course mesh (100k elements) and fine mesh 
(250k elements).  
Figure 4. Magnetic permeability m(H) and magnetization M(H) curves used to model the 309 kA cell: M1 (left) 
and M2 (right).  
Figure 5. Magnetic permeability in the steel elements computed with the two magnetization curves: M1 (left) 
and M2 (right).  
Figure 6. Comparison of the magnetic field in the liquid metal computed with and without the steel elements. 
The third measurement series were performed to obtain the all anode bottom profile overall distribution for the 
full cell. It is well recognised that the ‘dome’ shape of the magnetically compressed liquid metal leads to the 
gradual selective burnout of the anode bottom, so that the local ACD remains constant [3,4,12]. The series of 
measurements at Rusal for 7 cells used the freshly extracted anodes from a stable operating cells. Each anode 
was positioned on a horizontal surface and the deviation of the bottom was measured near the central position 
and at the external edge, however some distance away from the bubble erosion curvature. The measurements 
were repeated for all 40 anodes to give the distribution of the anode bottom surface shown in the Figure 10 
(left). The right side of the Figure 10 shows the numerically computed dome shape reflected on the anode 
bottom, which ensures the constant ACD operation conditions for the cell to be modelled. The comparison 
shows a reasonably good correspondence between the predicted anode bottom and the actually measured one. 
There is a clear asymmetry between the upstream and downstream cell sides, and the magnitude of the dome 
height is very close. The minor differences can be explained by the fact that actual cell has relatively new set 
anodes in the normal operational practice, which takes about 4-7 days for the anode to assume the final shape 
[10]. 
Figure 7. The measured velocity field in liquid metal for the 309 kA cell and the example of used iron 
measurement rods. 
Figure 8. The numerically computed velocity field in liquid metal for the average ledge thickness 0.15m (left) 
and 0.01m (right). 
Figure 9. The numerically computed electric current in liquid metal for the ledge thickness 0.15m and 0.01m. 
Figure 10. Anode bottom burnout: measured and numerical for the 309 kA cell. 
The last measurement tests were dedicated to determine the MHD stability limit for the cell by using the all 
anode lowering technique and recording the voltage oscillation onset and their frequency. The normal cell 
operates at about 3.95 V potential drop. During the tests gradually lowering the anodes it was observed that 
harmonic oscillations appeared in the voltage reading when the total voltage drop approached about 3.5 V. The 
observed frequencies were in the range 0.02 – 0.07 Hz. The corresponding numerical simulations using the full 
dynamic solution lead to the results shown in the Figure 11. The simulation is started by establishing first a 
stationary flow, the anode bottom burnout and the respective current distribution. Then a perturbation of the 
longitudinal gravity wave of a small sloshing amplitude (5 mm) is applied to induce waving. For a stable 
operating cell at the ACD = 0.05 m, this leads to a fast damping of the perturbation. When the ACD was 
reduced to 0.04 m, 0.038 m and 0.036 m, it was found that the cell responds by increasing the wave perturbation 
amplitude with the decrease of the ACD. At the ACD = 0.036 m, the wave gradually grew in amplitude to reach 
the contact to the anode bottom and short circuit locally. The lowest ACD when the stable, but slow damping 
was still observed was 0.037 m, corresponding approximately to 3.7 V total voltage drop (Figure 11). The 
computed wave contained two distinct frequencies of about 0.025 and 0.047 Hz, which are within the range 
observed in the experiment by lowering the anodes.  
Figure 11. The numerically computed voltage oscillations following the initial perturbation of the interface for 
the normal ACD = 0.05 m and the reduced ACD =0.037 m (lowered anodes) obtained when using the empirical 
bottom friction coefficient Cf=0.025. 
Conclusions 
The specialised MHD modelling software MHD-VALDIS is relatively easy to set up for a variety of the 
commercial cells accounting for the industry specific requirements needed to gain understanding of the existing 
cell performance and limitations. The measurements provided by the RUSAL team are replicated by the 
numerical modelling to a reasonable accuracy, predicting the velocity fields, the stationary liquid metal shape, 
wave development and the stability limits. 
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